Abstract-Global collectives (reductions/aggregations) are ubiquitous and feature in nearly every application of distributed high-performance computing (HPC). While it is advisable to devise algorithms by placing collectives off the critical path of execution, they are sometimes unavoidable for correctness, numerical convergence and analyses purposes. Scalable algorithms for distributed collectives are well studied and have become an integral part of MPI, but new and emerging distributed computing frameworks and paradigms such as Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT) models lack the same sophistication for distributed collectives. Since the central promise of AMT runtimes is that they automatically discover, and expose, task dependencies in the underlying program and can schedule work optimally to minimize idle time and hide data movement, a naively designed collectives protocol can completely offset any gains made from asynchronous execution. In this study we demonstrate that scalable distributed collectives are indispensable for performance in AMT models. We design, implement and test the performance of a scalable collective algorithm in Legion, an exemplar data-centric AMT programming model. Our results show that AMT systems contain the necessary primitives that allow for fully scalable collectives without breaking the transparent data movement abstractions. Scalability tests of an integrated Legion 1D stencil mini-application show the clear benefit of implementing scalable collectives and the performance degradation when a naive collectives alternative is used instead.
data movement costs (time/power) and increase compute intensity to the fullest extent possible, which makes the AMT concept very desirable as opposed to the conventional synchronous in-order programming models [1] . The existing AMT models can be broadly classified into two categories: data-driven and execution-driven. The former model allows a programmer to specify computational work as tasks with certain data dependencies (input/output). The order of execution of tasks is not explicitly specified by the programmer but implied through the specified data dependencies, giving the programming model the flexibility to schedule tasks when and where appropriate and not necessarily in the order specified in the program. Examples of such models include Legion and HPX, among others. In contrast, with executiondriven models (e.g, Charm++), the programmer expresses tasks which in turn can trigger other tasks, hence resulting in a chain of execution through the program. The programming model has the flexibility to map the tasks to resources based on various objectives (data locality, load balancing, etc.) while preserving the order of execution prescribed by the program.
In either case, the AMT model has to provide the set of abstractions, semantics, syntax and constructs that allow the programmer to find the right trade-off between productivity, programmability (readability, ease of debugging etc.), and performance for any general application, which is challenging in its own right. Providing an implementation of these, in the form of a fully-fledged portable AMT runtime, is a daunting endeavor. The challenges are particularly severe in a distributed-memory setting, as opposed to a shared-memory setting, which is perhaps why there are only a handful of production ready distributed-memory AMT runtimes [1] . From an application perspective, a key feature required of the AMT runtime, other than features for pointto-point communication (explicit or implicit), is collective operations or, more concisely, collectives. By collectives, we henceforth refer to reductions or aggregations over data distributed across various nodes with the result being available at some subset, or all, of the participating nodes. The latter distinction is critical, for it is pertinent specifically to a distributed memory setting: for instance in a shared memory setting, the result is accessible and available to all, by definition.
In our experience, when AMT runtimes do provide collectives semantics, the protocols used underneath are not optimized, often merely representing a type of many-toone or many-to-one-to-many implementations. This might be reasonable most of the times, since the cost of an un-optimized collective can be hidden behind other asynchronous work. However, it is conceivable that in some applications this could become a performance bottleneck. For instance, implicit linear system solvers may rely on a residual computation to determine convergence, which requires a dot product over a distributed vector, while explicit solvers may require monitoring the global minimum/maximum of a solution vector. In either scenario, a global collective is performed in the inner time loop which may be frequent enough to become a performance bottleneck. We believe that this can be readily improved upon, for there already exist collectives algorithms [2] with logarithmic scaling. Implementing such algorithms requires nothing more than point-to-point communication and synchronization primitives, which are already provided by all AMT runtimes.
While MPI, Gasnet, and more already provide optimized implementations of collectives, the use of an external bulksynchronous system exposes the AMT runtime to the flaws of standard bulk-synchronous system. Though an implementation of current optimized collective algorithms does require SPMD-like behavior from some tasks, this behavior can be limited in scope to only the collective tasks, and implementing the collective through SPMD-like tasks has been demonstrated to be more effective than combining an MPI+X method [3] . Even such SPMD-like collective tasks still allow for some degree of the automatic dynamic load balancing which AMT runtimes promise -for a poorly balanced collective, shards which need to wait on slower shards may continue processing other tasks in the meantime. Additionally, by not compromising the AMT nature of a given runtime, a programmer can continue gaining from the HPC resilience methods which AMT runtimes lend themselves to so well.
In this article, we demonstrate the benefit of providing scalable and optimized collectives implementations within the context of an exemplar AMT runtime, Legion [4] . For the purpose of demonstration this study focuses on one particular collective, an all-reduce, in Legion, but the principles involved are not limited to this case and can be easily extended to other collectives and AMT runtimes. We begin by providing the relevant background information regarding AMT models and their implementation in the Legion system. We then describe the collectives algorithm and its implementation using this system. Finally, we demonstrate the implementation within a 1D-stencil mini-application and show the scalability of the implementation. We also show, by means of actual experiments, that the optimized collectives give a clear performance improvement compared to the alternative made available by the Legion programming model and runtime.
B. Legion
Legion is a data-centric task model with higher-level constructs, representing a strong shift from the procedural style of MPI and Charm++ to a highly declarative program expression. Legion defines and implements an AMT model and runtime making data and data-centric operations firstclass constructs. It is designed to automate and hide from the developer those tedious programming chores that are necessary for efficiently running high performance programs on heterogeneous architectures. Here we will describe the concepts specific to Legion that are used in our collectives algorithm.
A common execution flow for programs in AMT runtimes involves a task which does little or no processing of the input data; instead, this task creates several sub-tasks and assigns data and synchronization details to said sub-tasks. Such a task will be referred to as a top level task. A given program may have several so-called top level tasks, each in charge of a separate goal. The true top level task in Legion is analogous to the main function in C, it is the entry point of a program. From there, top level tasks may be launched to handle the execution of several goals, such as managing and launching derivation or collective tasks. In order to abstractly control the movement of data, Legion most notably separates the functional description of the code (tasks and data) from the way it is mapped to hardware, using runtime scheduling and contrasting logical versus physical regions, and makes use of mappers between those, as illustrated by Figure 1 . Furthermore, because Legion tasks are both non-blocking (another essential component of the Legion deferred execution model) and permitted to return values, the asynchronous nature of task execution necessitates that Legion provide a place-holder object, called a future, in order to represent the return values expected from a task.
While Legion abstracts away synchronization issues for AMT-based algorithms, the model also provides phase barriers as a synchronization primitive available to users for applications less easily or less directly described by the AMT model. Because the collective algorithm we have constructed relies on synchronization between the sub-tasks of several concurrently running tasks, it is important to be able to defer execution of a task until the producer of the data has executed. Phase barriers are "very light-weight producerconsumer synchronization mechanisms", which allow a set of producer tasks to notify consumer tasks that they can run. Our implementation described below thus makes use of such phase barriers, specifically as synchronization primitives.
Logical regions and futures are used to describe both the size and the type of data that needs to be passed between various tasks. By requiring data dependencies of a task on creation, Legion is able to automate the movement of data between nodes as needed for tasks. Logical Regions are created by the programmer to describe an abstract "space" for data which will be used by multiple tasks and may be changed as execution continues. Therefore, logical regions are the primary method of data storage, though their use creates more runtime overhead. Legion futures are used to pass immutable data from one task to another as a deferredexecution return value. A future is not allowed to escape the scope of a task it is assigned to, meaning the runtime does not have to keep other mappers up-to-date on the location of futures as they are passed. This implies that while a future is immutable, it also creates much less runtime overhead than a logical region, hence making futures a useful construct for certain types of data movement.
The final Legion construct our algorithm uses is a customized mapper. General Legion-based code does not deal directly with the details of data movement or storage; rather, a programmer can make direct decisions on where to store data, how to launch tasks, and the movement of data by implementing a custom mapper. Each time a task is launched, a series of mapper calls are made that tell the runtime what location to run the task on, and where to pull any data dependencies from. Legion only interferes with these decisions to launch errors in the case that mapper decisions would cause data discrepancies or be impossible to satisfy. This approach ensures that custom mappers will only ever affect performance, not correctness.
C. Collectives Protocol
For the purpose of illustration consider the case of a solution vector distributed across various nodes corresponding to an equi-partitioned domain decomposition representing a single-process, multiple-data (SPMD) paradigm. In this study, we shall refer to each subset of the vector as a shard, where each shard encapsulates the computation within one SPMD unit. Legion provides ready constructs in order to construct SPMD shards: specifically, IndexSpace and IndexPartition. Various algorithms exist for distributed collectives and the optimal choice depends on the size of the vectors being reduced over as well as the network characteristics (message latency and bandwidth), cf. [2] for details. In this study, we focus on the "recursive distance doubling" algorithm, shown schematically in Figure 2 for an 8-shard example.
As the name suggests, the algorithm breaks the collectives into multiple rounds, each round involving an exchange between a pair of shards. The distance of exchange, i.e. indices of shards paired, doubles with each round. For an All-reduce, prior to round 0, each shard performs a local reduction over its vector subset, which denotes its current result. Each round involves each shard exchanging its current result with the designated partner, and updating its current result with the result received from its partner (a reduction over the two), and so on recursively. Upon conclusion of the final exchange round and final update, all shards hold the result of the overall reduction. If the number of shards,P , is an exact power of 2, then the algorithm requires log 2 P rounds.
It is important to acknowledge that, from the purpose of implementation in an AMT runtime, it is critical to order the rounds, from the perspective of each shard, and the subsequent update precisely, to ensure correctness. This requires primitives for synchronizing the rounds from each shard, and ordering the local update and the pair exchange as prescribed by the algorithm.
D. Related Works
Collective operations have been the subject of hundreds of studies, such as [5] ; they represent a collection of some of the most common algorithms used in HPC. Due to the large amount of interest and use, collectives have been highly optimized for a large variety of network and data characteristics [2] . The majority of these algorithms are built around the idea of SPMD or controlled-execution-order runtime systems, rather than runtimes such as AMT systems which dynamically decide the order of execution.
As HPC systems progress into and beyond exascale computing, it becomes more important to develop runtimes which provide the tools necessary to handle issues of such massive scale: enter AMT runtimes [1] . These developing runtimes suffer from a dearth of research into optimized collectives designed around AMT systems, which leads to the use of non-ideal collectives such as the aggregation regions introduced in [6] .
The standard method for introducing optimized collectives into runtimes lacking them is to interface with an SPMDbased system (MPI, GASNET, etc.), hence the prevalance of MPI+X programming paradigms. However, this branch away from the task-based system of AMT runtimes not only loses the programmability and balancing benefits of AMT systems, but also leads to performance losses compared to collectives implemented natively [3] .
II. IMPLEMENTATION
The general workings of the all-reduce algorithm being used are well-established and discussed in §I-C. We now explain the implementation details specific to Legion and AMT runtimes in general.
A. General Scheme
The collective is designed to be launched from within each SPMD shard task, similar to a call to an MPI Allreduce from within each rank. Note that the shard tasks are at least one generation below the Legion top level task. Each shard task is provided with access to an input logical region, an output logical region, several exchange logical regions, as well as some data for execution details. Each shard task then prepares and launches a series of sub-tasks from within itself, as shown in Figure 3 , to execute the various rounds of the recursive distance doubling algorithm. The input and output logical regions are self-evidently used for input and output data. Exchange regions are utilized to provide a space to store values to be sent between shards by the runtime. Each shard is assigned an exchange region into which it stores a running value of the collective result, the result after the latest round that is completed on that shard. During each round of the algorithm, the designated partner of a shard pulls data from the exchange region in order to perform the actual data exchange.
In addition, each shard task is also provided with metadata about the collective to be run. This includes the number of rounds involved in the collective, as well as the necessary phase barriers to be used. While tasks launched within a single parent task are implicitly synchronized through data dependencies specified by futures, inter-node tasks in an explicit SPMD setting must be manually synchronized through phase barriers. Although Legion (and most AMT systems) generally also handles inter-node data dependencies and synchronization, a relaxed coherence mode had to be specified to allow simultaneous access from each toplevel task. This relaxed coherence mode places the burden of synchronization on the programmer, but can yield much better performance. This synchronization is handled by the phase barriers owned amongst all the shards.
Each shard is provided two sets of phase barriers: a "ready" barrier and an "empty" barrier for each round. Once the shard has finished storing the results of the previous round into its own exchange region, it triggers the ready barrier of the round, indicating to its partner in the next round that the result is ready to be exchanged. Then, prior to accessing the value of its partner in this round, it waits on the "arrival" of the ready barrier of that partner. Once the shard has accessed the partner's data at that round, it triggers the empty barrier of the partner, thereby signaling that the data has been read and can be safely overwritten. It is worth noting that phase barriers and logical regions are associated logically with shard tasks and not physically with a node/core. The legion paradigm allows freely moving phase barriers and logical regions between nodes, should a future scenario require, say, moving shards around for load balancing purposes. And since these are lightweight constructs their movement is efficient and inexpensive by design.
In order to maximize parallel execution and minimize synchronization-driven idle time, each step involving the movement of data is split off into a separate task. As illustrated in Figure 3 , there are two tasks for each round: one which involves updating the local exchange region, and one which involves reading from the remote exchange region. As these steps are independent and involved in separate synchronization "chains", splitting those into discrete tasks utilizes the processor the most effectively even taking into account the increased overhead of additional tasks.
This implementation is designed to use few logical regions, whose physical instances occupy actual memory, at the expense of more phase barriers, which are lightweight and inexpensive to create and handle for the Legion runtime. In the Legion implementation of a more complex application, S3D [7] , thousands of phase barriers were used with little extra overhead. The full set of phase barriers and logical regions required by all the shards are created up front in the top level task before being passed down to the respective shard tasks. This incurs a one time cost for the creation and copy of the phase barriers and logical regions and is analogous to the setup cost for MPI communicators, which is an intrinsic cost for any distributed programming model. Next, we will discuss the optimizations used to improve the speed and growth of the implementation.
B. Communication
By carefully utilizing both futures and logical regions, we are able to choose how much runtime overhead is necessary for various data transfers. In general, lowering the number of logical regions to the minimum possible improves the execution times for programs written with Legion. However, the use of logical regions allows the runtime to share the location of data as it moves between nodes.
For our application, using logical regions as exchange regions for inter-node communication was necessary -and useful. Since futures are locally referenced pointers, sending a future to another task by any method other than referencing it as a data dependency on task launch is pointless. A logical region does not have this problem; it can be created in a higher-level task and access can be distributed down to each collective task prior at their launches.
For tasks launched from a single parent task, it is possible and efficient to utilize futures. This means that each sub-task on a single node can pass data to further tasks with minimal runtime overhead.
C. Mapper Customizations
By using a custom mapper and specifying new mapping flags to be passed along with task launches, we are able to control details about data storage, data movement, and task orders.
The first flags are attached to region requirements, the method of specifying logical region dependencies. One flag is used on tasks launched with local exchange-region dependencies which specifies that the task should create or find the logical region in a local RDMA registered memory space. The second flag is used on tasks launched with remote exchange-region dependencies, which specifies that the mapper should not create a local copy of the logical region (a default optimization used by Legion), but instead use any remotely accessible regions on other nodes.
A third, final flag is attached to the task launcher itself, telling the mapper to increase the priority of the task. Because collective sub-tasks are synchronized between nodes, it reduces the chances of delay on each node if the nodes all prioritize running collective sub-tasks over other (likely much slower) application-based tasks.
D. Integrating with 1D stencil application
In order to test our novel collective scheme, we have integrated it with a 1-dimensional stencil mini-application designed to demonstrate manual SPMD-fication and the definition and movement of ghost zones. In an SPMD-like application, the runtime inefficiencies of a poorly optimized collective are exacerbated; this makes the stencil miniapplication a very effective program for testing collective processes.
The stencil application computes a 1-dimensional numerical derivative across a set of grid points, which are distributed over the SPMD shards. Each shard is launched with a single SPMD-level derivative task, which subsequently launches sub-tasks to access halo data from neighbor shards and perform the numerical computations. It then stores the derivative into a results logical region, which is finally passed in to the collective task as the input data. The local derivative phase must thus complete before the local collective task can begin, and all the collective rounds subtasks must finish before the next round of derivative can be launched. This setup simulates a scenario where the stencil computation at each iteration is made to depend on the result of the collective, a global All-reduce, to continue.
Using a collective based on aggregation regions for a similar workflow requires traversing up the task hierarchy, to a level above SPMD-level derivative tasks, in order to pass the collectives result to the next iteration of the derivatives. This means that each shard must be finished with the derivative, before the results can be aggregated for the collective in the higher level task, and the result then made available to all the shards for the start of the next iteration. Additionally, each iteration of the derivative requires relaunching the SPMD-level derivative tasks for each shard, which is a costly process.
In contrast, the collective algorithm described here mitigates these issues. Because the collective task can be launched from within the derivative tasks themselves, they can be launched inside each shard; this decreases the computation that must be done by the mapper and allows further asynchronous work. This aligns with the explicitly SPMDfied model that is already underlying the stencil application, and avoids costly traversals up and down the task hierarchy repeatedly for each collective to feed the next iteration.
III. RESULTS
In this section we present results of our collectives prototype implementations. There are two fundamental difficulties in measuring performance of the collectives implementation in Legion:
• Legion, by design, maximizes throughput of computation by hiding latency of communication and memory access (both on-node and off-node). A standalone collectives application involves local computation only for the initial reduce (in the case of an All-reduce) while the subsequent steps are mostly inter-shard communication.
Such a pattern does not afford Legion the ability to hide the latency behind other asynchronous work, and hence the performance is likely to be swayed by runtime overhead.
• Measuring time for specific phases of computation in an AMT application is inherently tricky, since the time measured could be an overestimate due to the asynchronous nature of execution. Legion provides a mechanism, in the form of the method get current time, that takes as input any future and returns the "walltime" recorded in the low level runtime when the future is resolved. By storing return values of specific tasks in futures, and passing them to get current time method, the "wall-time" at completion of a task can be approximately recorded. The execution time of a task can be estimated by judiciously recording wall-times of dependent tasks. Either of these factors could result in an overestimate of the execution time. To circumvent the first difficulty, we do not report the performance of a standalone collectives application, even though we implemented it as a proof of concept and to verify correctness. Instead, we integrated collectives to the 1D stencil application, as described in section II-C. To account for the second difficulty, we performed an ensemble of experiments for each data point and report the results in a statistical sense after discarding outliers. In the following discussion we report three performance metrics: (a) the execution time of a collective in the integrated stencil application, (b) the total execution time of the integrated stencil application, and (c) the total execution time of the stencil application with an alternative way to perform collectives using aggregation regions. The comparisons between (b) and (c) should demonstrate the clear benefit of the collectives algorithm since the aggregation regions approach represents the many-to-one-to-many protocol that we expect will perform poorly.
A. Setup of experiments
The experiments were designed for a weak scaling study and all experiments were performed on Titan, the Cray XK7 platform at Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF). Legion was configured to run in a distributed memory setting, using the Gasnet transport layer over the Gemini interconnect underneath, and the experiments were performed with one Legion runtime process on each node, and one CPU process per Legion process. Since Titan has 16 CPUs and 1 GPU per node, this represents an underutilization of the resources, but the computational intensity per node was not heavy to warrant the use of more than 1 CPU or the GPU on Titan. Moreover, since the focus is primarily on distributed collectives, we believe the use of only one CPU per Legion process is justified. Moreover, the experiments were restricted to node counts that were exact power-of-two, since it is well known [5] that for non power-of-two node counts the recursive doubling algorithm is less efficient than other alternatives, such as the Bruck algorithm. We reiterate, however, that the aim of this study is to demonstrate that any suitable algorithm for collectives improves performance in AMT runtimes compared to a naive many-to-one-to-many approach. The stencil application was run in a non-over-decomposed mode with one stencil shard per node, in accordance with the use of 1 CPU process per node, and 1000 grid elements per stencil shard.
The application performed 20 time iterations of the stencil computation, with the All-reduce performed at the end of each iteration over the current result vector. The choice of multiple iterations was to gather more samples for ensemble statistics and to allow timings to stabilize; our observations were that 20 timesteps was sufficient for stabilization, which occurred after approximately 5 timesteps. The experiments were performed up to a maximum node count of 512, which is only a small fraction of the total 18688 nodes available on Titan. Since the job scheduling policy on Titan does not allocate a block of contiguous nodes for each job (unlike IBM platforms), we anticipate significant network variability and noise affecting our experiments. To mitigate this, somewhat, we issue the executable multiple times within each job submission script, which also increases the samples for statistics. Even so, network variability is unavoidable and we note its influence on our results. Given the similar levels of variability in timings presenting in each application run, including an MPI implementation, we can safely assume that the variability is not a consequence of our applications.
B. Performance of collectives
As described above, we measure the performance of the collectives implementation by timing only the collectives portion in the integrated stencil application. Figure 4 shows the measured times for collectives, in a weak scaling sense, for node counts that are exact powers-of-two in the range 16-512 nodes. We report the average times measured for a single All-reduce of one 8 byte number over all the nodes. The cost model [5] for the recursive doubling algorithm for All-reduce depends on the number of participating nodes (p), the latency per message (α), the number of bytes being communicated (n), the network message transfer time per byte (β) and the computation cost per byte for performing the local reduction at each round (γ):
The model suggests that, to leading order, the time for the collective scales as a logarithm of number of nodes. We illustrate in Figure 4 , for each node count, the average times measured for the runs on Titan (red circle) along with the spread between minimum and maximum observed timings (black error bar). We also show an ideal scaling curve (red 1) as the node count increases the variability in the measured times increases considerably, and 2) the minimum measured times trace the ideal scaling curve pretty well. In some sense, the minimum measured time represents the best case scenario, and it could be speculated that, in the absence of network variability described earlier, this time would be a good metric. Unfortunately it was impossible to verify this on Titan. It is also interesting to note that, for the 64-node case, the measured times depicted in Figure 4 , are of the same order as those reported for the optimized MPI Reduce algorithm in Figure 11 of [5] . To make a more meaningful comparison, we implemented the integrated stencil application in MPI, with an All-reduce in each iteration, and timed only the MPI Allreduce portion. These timings are shown in Figure 5 , which in general show better performance. However, it must be noted that the MPI implementation on titan is optimized whereas for the Legion collectives no optimizations were done in the underlying Gasnet transport layer. It is worth remnding that the purpose of this study is not optimizing collectives beyond current MPI state-of-art, but rather demonstrate the penalty of performing collectives naively in an AMT-based application. This aspect becomes clearer when considering the performance of the integrated stencil application in Legion with the optimized collectives versus a more naive collectives, which is discussed in the following sections. One interesting observation from Figure 5 is that the variability in collectives timings is considerably more for the low node counts, which is opposite to the trend in Figure 4 . Figure 6 : Execution times for one iteration of the integrated stencil-cum-collectives application, at various node counts. The black error bars denote maximum and minimum times. The red dashed line shows a hypothetical ideal scaling curve based on a log 2 cost model.
C. Performance of integrated stencil application
While Fig. 4 shows the execution time of the collective alone within the integrated stencil application, Fig. 6 shows the combined execution time for the collective and one iteration of the stencil derivative. Comparing the two figures, it becomes apparent that the stencil tasks themselves are computationally light since the combined execution times are roughly twice the execution times for the collective alone, indicating that the execution time is roughly equal for the stencil and the collectives phases of program. This also implies that the overall scalability of the integrated application would be heavily influenced by the scalability of the collectives portion of the workflow, which makes the stencil application a good test case for demonstrating the need for scalable collectives. If we assume, conservatively, that the stencil phase of the application has perfect weak scaling, then the integrated application should have an overall log 2 scaling that governs the collective phase. Accordingly, we show in Fig. 6 a hypothetical ideal scaling curve (red dashed line) by extrapolating equation (1) from the 16 node case, similar to Fig. 4 . The mean execution times follow the ideal scaling trend while the minimum times for each case are once again close to the ideal scaling curve. Figure 7 : A simplified example illustrating the operations of a task-based order statistics engine; solid blue arrows indicate task launches, dashed red rectangles represent the logical aggregation region. Sub-tasks of the top-level task are not obligated to complete in this order, as both union and addition operators are commutative.
D. Comparisons to Legion Aggregation Regions
In [6] , we introduced a methodology of using aggregation regions, as surrogates for bulk-synchronous collective operations, which exhibited optimal on-node parallel scaling, thereby taking advantage of the multiplicity of cores on each node. This approach is illustrated in Figure 7 in the case of a statistical computation of a global histogram ("Learn" a global model consisting of non-redundant statistics), followed by the process-local derivations ("Derive" additional statistics, which may be redundant: i.e., standard deviation in addition to the primary variance) and calculations ("Assess" a distributed dataset, e.g., by measuring the deviation of each datum from a value predicted by the model). We noted in particular that it was straightforward to re-cast in this framework an SPMD algorithm whose intrinsically serial parts were clearly separated out from those fragments requiring parallel communication. This approach demonstrated optimal on-node scaling, but with the limitation that the shared aggregation regions required returning to the parent task each time. In the context of the 1D stencil application, as described in section II-D, this enforces a model where the results of a collective are aggregated (many-to-one-) on the parent task, the top level task, and is immediately available only to it. To make the result of the collective available to the stencil shard tasks for the next iteration, the logical region containing the result of the collective has to be passed as an input to all the stencil shard tasks (one-to-many).
As the results in Figs. 4 and 6 indicate, the scaling of the integrated stencil application is a good reflection of the scaling, or lack thereof, of the collectives phase. Figure 8 shows the execution times of the integrated stencil application with the collectives implemented using the aggregation regions approach. Comparing Figs. 6 and 8 it is immediately apparent that
• the aggregation regions approach suffers from very poor weak scalability, with the execution times appearing to scale approximately linearly with node count, and, • for comparable node counts, the execution times with aggregation region approach are significantly greater, the difference getting larger at larger node counts. At 16 nodes the aggregation region approach is approximately 5 times slower than the current approach, while at 512 nodes it is approximately 75 times slower. This comparison demonstrates the clear benefit of having the scalable implementation of collectives, and how they can very easily become performance hurdles even if the rest of the application is implemented in a scalable fashion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The All-reduce collective implementation in Legion we have presented demonstrates good scaling properties, albeit currently slower than a reference MPI implementation. However, reductions in AMT systems are feasible and future improvements to the speed of runtime-based mapping willas a by-product-improve the overall speed of this algorithm. More importantly, the integration with the stencil miniapplication shows the clear benefit of having a scalable collectives protocol and the performance penalty of a naive alternative.
A. Recommendations
This method of collectives can be easily abstracted away by the various AMT runtimes. The synchronization and various optimizations discussed here do not require prior knowledge of the nature of the reduction operation, making those easy targets for optimization strategies performed at runtime. Given the extra burden placed on programmers to manage synchronization which is typically handled by the runtime, this also presents something that we consider the runtime aught to handle. With the already task-based nature of AMT runtimes, it would be simple for a programmer to describe reduction tasks and the data that those require, then provide the runtime with the required tasks and allow it to run the tasks with no knowledge of how they work. With data-driven AMT runtimes in particular, the method of describing data movement through structures like logical regions means that the runtime can simply pass regions between the required tasks, further separating the actual specifics of the reduction from the optimization.
With a small amount of runtime support, including efficient, scalable collectives in application code would take only as much effort as including collectives based on aggregation regions. Our recommendation is thus that AMTbased runtimes include explicit scalable collectives support to reach a broader audience of distributed computing consumers.
B. Future-proofing
A further benefit of the Legion mapper-based system is that applications are built to work regardless of mapper decisions. This means that as new technology, be it hardware or software, is developed, mappers can be easily updated to take advantage of the newest trends while maintaining full backwards compatibility for older code. Contrary to a system that only directly handles message passing, an AMT system (especially a data-driven one) may handle the storage and retrieval of data as well. This allows updates in data storage or movement techniques to reach collectives with a simple runtime update, rather than requiring a change to application code.
